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Abstract
When constructing rule classiﬁers for pattern recognition and classiﬁcation tasks we can induce only some small set of decision
rules, such as a minimal cover that is suﬃcient for recognition of learning samples, a subset of rules satisfying requirements for
example with respect to rule support or strength, or a complete set of rules. Once some set is inferred, another approach becomes
available, that of ﬁltering out a group of rules meeting some given criteria. The paper presents the latter methodology, where
all decision rules on examples are generated within Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach and the process of ﬁltering exploits
a ranking of conditional attributes obtained through Relief algorithm. The procedures are applied in the domain of computational
stylistics or stylometry, dedicated to analysis of linguistic styles observable in samples of writing.
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1. Introduction
While describing a concept we can refer to its various features, use many phrases with qualitative and quantitative
expressions, specify some subjective or objective measures. In the area of pattern recognition this can be translated
into the task of construction of a rule classiﬁer, with its constituent decision rules which list conditions on speciﬁc
attributes. To achieve the highest predictive accuracy we need to discover which of all these variables describe the
properties of objects most closely, and how these conditions on them should be grouped, combined, in the most
eﬃcient way, that is which rules are the most important and which are less relevant, excessive, repetitive. We would
like to learn the quality of rules.
The quality of decision rules can be put to question either at the phase of their induction, and only some subset
of rules is found, or it can be evaluated for already inferred rules, while following some imposed hard constraints
with respect to rule parameters such as their support1 or length2, or other deﬁned measures of importance3. Support
of a rule indicates for how many of the learning examples the rule is valid, while length is equal to the number of
conditions included in the premise part of the rule.
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We can also ﬁlter decision rules taking under consideration speciﬁc conditional attributes they refer to4, exploiting
some embedded mechanisms such as the concept of relative reducts in rough set approach5, which is one of method-
ologies often employed in pattern recognition and classiﬁcation tasks6. Or, we can use some algorithms dedicated to
feature selection.
All approaches aiming at feature selection are typically grouped into embedded solutions, wrappers, and ﬁlters7.
The ﬁlters are independent on the classiﬁcation that follows next. Their application can be perceived as pre-processing
stage, within which basing on some assigned weights or measures the selection of attributes is executed. When these
measures return values that lead to ordering of variables, as a result a ranking of features is obtained, which indicates
their relevance8.
The paper presents a two-step methodology. In the ﬁrst step of experiments a ranking of characteristic features by
Relief algorithm9 is obtained and all decision rules on examples induced. In the second step the ranking is exploited to
ﬁlter rules with conditions on selected variables from the complete set of inferred rules. The selection works forward,
that is we start with the empty set of rules and add to it their groups with each new attribute being considered.
The procedure can be stopped once some satisfactory classiﬁcation accuracy is obtained, or when all features are
included in considerations, which results in obtaining the complete set of inferred rules. This latter approach allows
to observe overall trends in performance. For comparison the process of forward selection of rules is also executed
while following random ordering of attributes and its reverse.
Relief algorithm has been originally dedicated to cases of binary classiﬁcation, such as the task of authorship
attribution under study. The recognition of authorship is based on observable linguistic preferences and habits of
writers, which are captured by lexical and syntactic descriptors calculated for analysed text samples10,11.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents brieﬂy a ranking of characteristic features as one of ap-
proaches to their selection, while Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach employed to construct a rule classiﬁer is
described in section 3. Stylometry as application domain is explained in section 4. Section 5 details experimental
setting, presenting research and obtained results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Feature selection approaches
Most classiﬁcation systems suﬀer in performance when they have to relay on characteristic features that are irrele-
vant, repetitive, excessive. The curse of dimensionality causes prolonged processing or even makes some operations
on huge datasets unfeasible, or at least impractical. All these and many other aspects give motivation for research on
feature selection, with the common goal of arriving at some relatively small set of features which are of the highest
interest in the considered context12.
Some of learning algorithms possess their own built in mechanisms dedicated to dimensionality reduction, to
establishing which features are more and which are less relevant, called embedded methods. As examples from
this group there can be given artiﬁcial neural networks employing pruning of input nodes, rough sets with activated
reducts13, or decision trees. Yet many other approaches have no speciﬁc provisions for feature selection.
Whether algorithms employ some inherent abilities to selection of features or not, they can beneﬁt from application
of independent approaches which are divided into two categories: ﬁlters and wrappers7.
Filters base on some general characteristics of data and often refer to concepts from information theory, such as
entropy, information gain, mutual information, or consistency, to detect such variables that are undesirable and ﬁlter
them out. Filters work independently on any classiﬁcation system and can be treated as a kind of pre-processing
engines. Their general nature is their strong trait which can be advantageous as they are applicable in any domain or
to any methodology. On the other hand, it is also a weak point — they do not allow for close tailoring for speciﬁcs of
some task, which may result in worse performance.
Wrappers require some inducer to be able to evaluate a studied candidate set of features. The inclusion or exclusion
of some variable is typically conditioned by the system performance. In this environment the usefulness of attributes
is examined: we check whether presence or absence of a feature increases or decreases the predictive accuracy of the
system. As in this process the evaluation is driven by the characteristics of the inducer and its preferences, wrappers
can show signiﬁcant bias and for the same input data sets return diﬀerent subsets of features for diﬀerent data mining
methodologies employed. What is more, evaluation and validation of feature sets can be slow and impose requirements
as to computational capabilities of the system.
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Feature selection algorithms can be also used to obtain their ranking, in which each attribute is assigned some
importance or relevance score that leads to ordering14. Once the ranking is available we can choose from it only
limited set of variables, with scores higher than some required threshold.
Relief is one of algorithms dedicated to ﬁltering of features9, applicable for both binary and continuous data and in
the original version working only for binary classiﬁcation. In this algorithm attributes are assigned a score depending
on their ability of discerning decision classes. In the iterative process the set of instances is sampled and for each
sample there is found another sample that is its closest neighbour within the same class (which is called near-hit)
and the closest neighbour in the other class (near-miss). The distances between these tested samples weighted by
the number of iterations accumulate to the ﬁnal score given to features. One of drawbacks of Relief algorithm is its
inability to detect irrelevant attributes — weighting is organised in such a way that each variable is given some score
and all are treated as relevant, although with varying degrees of importance.
3. Rule classiﬁers
Knowledge induced from data at the learning stage of supervised pattern recognition and classiﬁcation tasks can be
expressed in the form of rules comprising decision algorithms. This form has an advantage of being easy to understand
as rules explicitly list conditions the attributes need to meet for an instance to belong to some class or other. However,
as we can have too many variables to know which are relevant and which are redundant, the high number of decision
rules also hinders the classiﬁcation process. To rectify that we can either infer only some subset of rules satisfying
requirements15, modify some of the available rules to ﬁt criteria16, or ﬁlter those rules that are of interest1.
Rough Set Approach is one of methodologies used in data mining, allowing for induction of decision rules17. The
classical version invented by Z. Pawlak18,19 groups objects into equivalence classes using indiscernibility relation.
Two objects are indiscernible when for both all attributes taken into account have the same values. With this approach
only nominal values and nominal classiﬁcation is considered.
Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) has been invented primarily to support multi-criteria decision
making20,21. It exploits partial ordering in all value sets of variables, including those for the decision attribute that
is typically single D = {d}, for which weak preferences are deﬁned, and the notion of dominance. All values are
considered as equally or less preferred, or equally or more preferred. The conditions on attributes induced from
examples use these weak preferences — we want the attributes to take on either equal or lower values, or equal or
higher values than the calculated threshold. The rules themselves classify to at most or at least some decision class









When a rule classiﬁer is applied to a testing set, the results are given in three categories:
• correct decisions — all rules that mach a sample classify it to the correct decision class,
• incorrect decisions — all matching rules incorrectly classify a sample,
• ambiguous decisions — either there are no rules matching a sample, or some of the matching rules classify
correctly while others incorrectly.
This last category is the most problematic. When there are no rules which match a sample it indicates that the
algorithm suﬀers from insuﬃcient generalisation — the inferred rules describe the learning samples but are not general
enough as to be applicable to unknown samples. When various rules give conﬂicting verdicts we can analyse them and
possibly execute some simple or weighted voting, yet such processing involves more time and computations. Another
way to proceed is to reject all ambiguous decisions as incorrect, yet it may signiﬁcantly lower the observed predictive
accuracy.
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4. Analysis of texts with respect to style
Popular text mining approaches focus mainly on what a text is about and seek some key words or phrases to
establish relevance to some subject. The aim of stylometry, or computational stylistics, is completely diﬀerent. The
fundamental assumption states that the ways in which we organise our thoughts and ideas while putting them down in
writing are so individual, that they are in fact unique. Given suﬃcient number of representative writing samples we
can characterise an author, compare writing styles of authors, and we can execute authorship attribution with certain
level of reliability22.
Historically, analysis of texts with respect to style required cumbersome comparative analysis of manuscripts while
looking for same linguistic patterns that could be detected with the bare eye10. Yet such striking traits and preferences
that are easy to observe are also easy to falsify. Contemporary documents are usually prepared with word processors
which make the task of imitation of someone else’s style even less problematic by the use of popular commands of
"copy and paste". On the other hand, the easy access to modern computer technologies simpliﬁes also textual analysis
as we can employ high computational capabilities and refer to quantitative (instead of qualitative) descriptors, which
are less subjective, and common parts of speech11.
Textual markers used in stylometric analysis come from four groups: lexical, syntactic, structural, or content-
speciﬁc. In authorship studies lexical and syntactic descriptors are most popularly employed. They reﬂect frequencies
of usage and distributions of selected function words and punctuation marks. Structure features express the elements
of the general layout, organisation into text units (such as headings, notes, sections) or speciﬁc formatting (embedded
pictures or hyperlinks, font types), while content-speciﬁc descriptors refer to words, phrases, or collocations of some
special meaning, higher relevance in certain context.
Since by the assumption the styles are unique, so are the sets of describing them linguistic markers. There is
no golden rule or universal clue how to construct such sets and it is a common practice to leave the task of ﬁnding
some more or less relevant features to data mining techniques applied. They typically belong with statistic oriented
computations23 or artiﬁcial intelligence area24.
5. Experiments
The research conducted consisted of three consecutive stages:
• Pre-processing, which encompassed
– Constructing input datasets,
– Obtaining ranking of all considered features,
– Calculating all rules on examples decision algorithm within DRSA methodology,
• Constructing classiﬁers by ﬁltering decision rules,
• Testing and analysis of obtained results.
5.1. Pre-processing step
In the experiments performed there were involved two groups of input datasets, learning and testing for respectively
two male (Thomas Hardy and Henry James), and two female (Edith Wharton and Jane Austen) writers. For all groups
of text samples there were calculated frequencies of usage of 17 lexical and 8 syntactic markers, the ﬁrst chosen from
the most common function words in English language and the second the popularly used punctuation marks, which
accumulated to the total of 25 characteristic features.
The rankings of features for both datasets were established with Relief algorithm as implemented in WEKA soft-
ware, with the assumed parameters that while sampling the complete set of instances is taken under consideration
and, instead of ﬁnding just one pair of near hit and near miss neighbours, ten such pairs are included in the process of
calculating weights. As for both datasets the distribution of attribute values for considered classes is diﬀerent, even
though the attributes are the same, their respective ranking is distinctively diﬀerent, as can be seen in the left B column
in Table 1.
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Next, the two all rules on examples algorithms were generated with DRSA procedures, returning the set of 46,191
decision rules for male writer dataset and 62,383 for female writer dataset respectively. Classiﬁcation with such high
numbers of constituent rules for both testing sets resulted only in ambiguous decisions. In the experiments it was
assumed that all ambiguous cases are treated as incorrect and rejected, yet also some hard constraints on rules were
imposed. For each rule classiﬁer employed there was required such minimal support of rules which resulted in the
highest classiﬁcation accuracy (still considering only correct decisions). With this approach for full algorithms the
maximal classiﬁcation accuracy for the male writer dataset was 76.67% for support equal at least 41, and for female
writers 86.67% for support equal or higher than 66. These two levels were used as reference points in the subsequent
stage, when ﬁltering of decision rules was executed.
5.2. Selection of rules
It is generally assumed that a ranking of attributes is organised in such a way that as ﬁrst there are listed those
variables which are considered as more important, given higher scores at the weighting and ranking step, then those
less important. To exploit the ranking we select ﬁrst K features from the list of available total N, K being the desired
number of attributes (which may even equal N). The limitations on the number of variables involved can depend on
some additional parameters or imposed constraints, we can test the entire set to observe overall trends in performance
in relation to the number of variables, or we can stop when some satisfying level of predictive accuracy (or maximum)
is reached.
When a ranking is exploited to construct speciﬁc rule classiﬁers it corresponds to the process of ﬁltering such
decision rules which contain conditions on those and only on those attributes that were selected from the given ranking.
If among all included conditions for a rule there is at least one which refers to some variable that is not selected from
the ranking, the rule is rejected regardless on its other conditions.
Individual attributes appear with varying frequencies in the induced decision rules which is reﬂected in the numbers
of retrieved rules, yet not their high number but their importance aﬀects classiﬁcation accuracy which is clearly visible
when only the ﬁrst variable is taken into considerations for both datasets, "and" for male and "not" for female writers,
which returns 6 and 10 rules respectively. With additional constraints on support both subsets of rules are limited to
just 4 elements, but for male writers only 13.33% of objects are classiﬁed correctly with these rules while for female
writers 61.11%. With more and more selected attributes and retrieved rules for both datasets the correct prediction
increases, which can be observed in graphs shown in Fig. 1, while the details of constructed rule classiﬁers are given
in Table 1.
For comparison sake for both datasets there was also executed ﬁltering of decision rules and construction of clas-
siﬁers while following reversed Relief rankings. With reversed ranking as ﬁrst there were selected the least relevant
variables, that is established as providing the worse distinction between the two decision classes. It is conﬁrmed
by the resulting predictive accuracy of rule classiﬁers: in the initial steps, when only small numbers of attributes
are considered, returned rules classiﬁed correctly very low numbers of instances (5.00% for male and 1.11% for fe-
male writers). When more features are included the classiﬁcation increases yet the rise is not necessarily steady, the
observed progress not necessarily monotonic.
For both datasets it can be observed that when the number of considered features is below 5 the number of retrieved
rules is higher while following Relief ranking than for its reverse. When the number of variables is higher than 5 the
trend is opposite — there are many more constituent rules in decision algorithms constructed for reversed ranking,
but in the majority of cases the performance is signiﬁcantly worse. The exception can be observed for 17-19 and
22-24 included features for male writers, where for reversed ranking the performance is not only better than that
for the same numbers of variables taken from Relief ranking, but even better than for the entire set of considered
characteristic features.
From these perceivable trends in performance of rule classiﬁers only one process shows clearly monotonic proper-
ties: for female writer dataset while exploiting Relief ranking with each increase in the number of attributes included
the performance is always at least the same as it was before or higher. In fact, when there are taken as few as four
the most important features and the rules retrieved for them from the complete set, 79 limited to 27 with support to
be equal at least 55, the classiﬁcation accuracy reaches its highest level which does not change with addition of any
more variables. 10 out of these 27 rules have the support equal or higher than 66, which means that they are included
in the best algorithm for the entire set of features with constraints on support.
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Table 1. Filtering of rules based on Relief ordering and its reverse for male and female writers. Parameters of generated rule classiﬁers: Column
A) Number of conditional attributes taken under consideration, Column B) Attribute selected at this step, Column C) Number of decision rules,
Column D) Support required of rules to arrive at the maximal classiﬁcation accuracy, Column E) Number of rules meeting constraints on support,
Column F) Classiﬁcation accuracy [%].
Male writer dataset
Relief ordering Reversed Relief ordering
A B C D E F B C D E F
1 and 6 14 4 13.33 of 4 6 1 5.00
2 that 15 9 8 21.67 ; 7 6 2 5.00
3 but 29 10 15 38.33 , 14 6.67
4 from 67 13 30 50.00 . 60 28.33
5 : 101 13 42 51.67 ( 104 4 35 23.33
6 not 174 13 85 58.33 in 229 5 63 43.33
7 ? 253 9 133 61.67 this 391 6 48 41.67
8 for 325 6 188 68.33 to 629 6 52 40.00
9 by 553 26 79 73.33 as 905 5 117 46.67
10 — 723 26 84 73.33 on 1397 5 160 48.33
11 what 848 26 87 73.33 if 1876 5 203 48.33
12 at 1080 32 59 75.00 with 2445 5 219 48.33
13 ! 1483 34 59 75.00 ! 3710 7 129 43.33
14 with 1823 34 63 75.00 at 4929 7 130 43.33
15 if 2349 34 66 75.00 what 5877 7 138 43.33
16 on 3554 34 73 73.33 — 7096 7 149 41.67
17 as 4617 34 74 73.33 by 9678 17 62 80.00
18 to 6396 34 74 73.33 for 11848 17 62 80.00
19 this 8554 34 82 75.00 ? 14254 17 62 80.00
20 in 12014 41 53 75.00 not 20512 23 25 73.33
21 ( 14515 41 70 76.67 : 27366 23 29 76.67
22 . 18882 41 70 76.67 from 33355 30 45 85.00
23 , 25036 41 71 76.67 but 36337 30 45 85.00
24 ; 32880 41 74 76.67 that 42018 33 19 83.33
25 of 46191 41 80 76.67 and 46191 41 80 76.67
Female writer dataset
Relief ordering Reversed Relief ordering
A B C D E F B C D E F
1 not 10 55 4 61.11 from 1 1.11
2 : 27 55 13 81.11 at 3 1.11
3 ; 36 55 13 81.11 to 14 3 6 17.78
4 , 79 55 27 86.67 with 40 5 4 21.11
5 — 91 55 27 86.67 and 99 5 16 30.00
6 on 128 55 27 86.67 if 217 5 26 33.33
7 ( 157 55 27 86.67 ! 447 5 65 44.44
8 ? 202 55 27 86.67 this 895 5 133 63.33
9 that 325 55 27 86.67 what 1398 6 126 61.11
10 as 540 66 11 86.67 in 2199 8 82 64.44
11 . 758 66 11 86.67 but 3513 10 119 57.78
12 for 1219 66 13 86.67 of 5314 11 90 56.67
13 by 2094 66 14 86.67 by 7373 14 67 67.78
14 of 3105 66 14 86.67 for 10512 19 34 66.67
15 but 4369 66 14 86.67 . 14691 19 43 62.22
16 in 6063 66 14 86.67 as 19349 20 64 64.44
17 what 7981 66 14 86.67 that 23623 20 64 64.44
18 this 10337 66 16 86.67 ? 28182 20 74 64.44
19 ! 13218 66 17 86.67 ( 35496 20 76 65.56
20 if 16527 66 17 86.67 on 39264 20 77 65.56
21 and 23152 66 17 86.67 — 46251 20 83 63.33
22 with 29552 66 17 86.67 , 52470 38 35 78.89
23 to 37883 66 17 86.67 ; 56666 38 35 78.89
24 at 48583 66 17 86.67 : 61382 48 49 80.00
25 from 62383 66 17 86.67 not 62383 66 17 86.67
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Figure 1. Classiﬁcation accuracy of rule classiﬁers with respect to the number of conditional attributes considered for both Relief-based ordering
and its reverse for: (a) male writer dataset, (b) female writer dataset.
For another comparison also some random ordering of all attributes was established as listed in Table 2. This
ordering of variables and its reverse were both exploited in the process of forward selection of decision rules for the
two datasets (the same ordering for both datasets this time), with the performance plotted in Fig. 2. While comparing
these two graphs with the previously obtained results at the ﬁrst glance it may seem that in several cases the levels of
predictive accuracy are higher which would suggest that this ordering of variables is more suitable for intended use.
However, such conclusion without detailed analysis would be premature, in particular when we notice that while we
compare these orderings for several elements in them the placement is, if not exactly the same, then similar.
While studying the parameters of constructed classiﬁers we need to keep in mind that there is displayed only the
maximal predictive accuracy level for each number of attributes considered, obtained after imposing hard constraints
on rule support, that is limiting the set of rules not only by particular conditions they refer to, which is the result of
exploited variable ordering, but also taking only such subsets of rules with speciﬁc support that ensure the highest
recognition ratio. If as ﬁrst in the selection process there are retrieved such attributes that appear in conditions of rules
with high support, they will constitute the base, the core part of all constructed classiﬁers and adding other rules to this
base will at ﬁrst enhance the performance, then decrease it when the number of rules becomes the disadvantage and
they are in each others’ way. On the other hand, if the variables from rules with high support are at the very end of the
followed ranking, and as ﬁrst there are selected features appearing only in rules with low supports, the construction of
algorithms with good classiﬁcation properties becomes next to impossible.
The results of Relief-driven rule ﬁltering, especially when compared to these from the same process but while
following some random ordering of variables, lead to conclusion that though certainly useful, Relief ranking cannot
guarantee the best outcome as some improvement can be observed, yet other subsets of decision rules give higher
predictive accuracy of the constructed classiﬁers. These cases of detecting good performance can be used as stopping
points for the selection procedure.
As only testing over the entire set of available features can show whether the one established at some moment as
the best performing classiﬁer is in fact the best, that is that some detected maximum is not local but global, if it can be
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Table 2. Filtering of rules based on random ordering and its reverse for male and female writers. Parameters of generated rule classiﬁers: Column
A) Number of conditional attributes taken under consideration, Column B) Attribute selected at this step, Column C) Number of decision rules,
Column D) Support required of rules to arrive at the maximal classiﬁcation accuracy, Column E) Number of rules meeting constraints on support,
Column F) Classiﬁcation accuracy [%].
Male writer dataset
Random ordering Reversed Random ordering
A B C D E F B C D E F
1 at 1 0.00 not 0 0.00
2 ! 4 7 1 3.33 ? 3 0.00
3 in 31 7 15 20.00 this 13 0.00
4 . 55 33.33 for 28 4 2 1.67
5 if 71 33.33 what 37 4 3 1.67
6 on 153 2 100 38.33 by 115 3 66 58.33
7 : 245 3 101 38.33 and 322 12 106 65.00
8 with 364 3 110 43.33 , 476 12 106 66.67
9 from 724 5 219 85.00 that 544 12 111 66.67
10 as 982 7 173 85.00 ( 648 25 56 65.00
11 of 1758 8 204 85.00 to 903 25 60 65.00
12 ; 2414 10 182 80.00 but 1050 25 68 65.00
13 — 2944 10 182 80.00 — 1297 25 74 65.00
14 but 3293 10 183 80.00 ; 1917 23 99 66.67
15 to 4907 10 198 80.00 of 3172 24 114 66.67
16 ( 6027 20 54 76.67 as 4229 24 114 66.67
17 that 7184 20 54 76.67 from 5834 34 92 75.00
18 , 10034 20 63 76.67 with 7305 34 97 75.00
19 and 11702 27 136 75.00 : 9094 34 101 75.00
20 by 15430 41 58 76.67 on 13361 41 62 71.67
21 what 18170 41 58 76.67 if 16402 41 65 71.67
22 for 21991 41 58 76.67 . 21938 41 65 71.67
23 this 29972 41 67 78.33 in 28648 41 77 76.67
24 ? 35885 41 70 78.33 ! 37108 41 80 76.67
25 not 46191 41 80 76.67 at 46191 41 80 76.67
Female writer dataset
Random ordering Reversed Random ordering
A B C D E F B C D E F
1 at 0 0.00 not 10 55 4 61.11
2 ! 2 0.00 ? 14 55 4 61.11
3 in 14 1.11 this 33 5 28 76.67
4 . 35 2.22 for 84 24 30 81.11
5 if 65 2.22 what 138 24 36 83.33
6 on 79 2.22 by 312 10 92 87.78
7 : 250 5 115 61.11 and 556 32 54 86.67
8 with 415 3 211 64.44 , 813 52 34 87.78
9 from 702 5 225 61.11 that 1081 52 34 87.78
10 as 1283 17 96 66.67 ( 1403 52 35 87.78
11 of 2203 17 115 70.00 to 2129 52 39 87.78
12 ; 2380 17 115 70.00 but 3174 52 40 87.78
13 — 2895 17 127 70.00 — 3950 52 40 87.78
14 but 4336 17 179 67.78 ; 4453 52 40 87.78
15 to 6229 28 94 70.00 of 6233 52 41 88.89
16 ( 8227 28 95 70.00 as 8607 52 44 88.89
17 that 10212 28 103 70.00 from 11646 52 50 88.89
18 , 12607 42 48 78.89 with 14912 52 50 88.89
19 and 17658 42 52 78.89 : 16718 66 16 86.67
20 by 23542 42 68 78.89 on 18717 66 16 86.67
21 what 30430 42 68 78.89 if 24083 66 16 86.67
22 for 40978 48 40 82.22 . 30366 66 16 86.67
23 this 51930 48 49 80.00 in 39384 66 16 86.67
24 ? 61382 48 49 80.00 ! 49062 66 17 86.67
25 not 62383 66 17 86.67 at 62383 66 17 86.67
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Figure 2. Classiﬁcation accuracy of rule classiﬁers with respect to the number of conditional attributes considered for both random ordering and its
reverse for: (a) male writer dataset, (b) female writer dataset.
aﬀorded with respect to time needed and additional processing required, it is best to complete the entire search path,
starting with the empty set of considered attributes, then adding to it and recalling rules that refer to these conditional
attributes, till the full set of variables and rules is tested.
6. Conclusions
The paper presents research on decision rule ﬁltering, with the proposed two-step methodology for construction of
rule classiﬁers. The ﬁrst step is dedicated to pre-processing, which consists of establishing a ranking of all available
characteristic features. The ranking is calculated with Relief algorithm which assigns scores to individual variables
by weighting how good they are with respect to class distinction. Within this stage there is also induced all rules on
examples decision algorithm by Dominance-Based Rough Set Approach (DRSA).
In the second stage of processing, from the complete set of rules some elements are recalled while exploiting the
previously deﬁned ranking of attributes. The rules with conditions on these features which are ranked the highest are
ﬁltered out to form new decision algorithms, the performance of which is then tested. The process can be stopped
when certain number of attributes is included in considerations, when the number of retrieved rules reaches some
speciﬁed level, when the predictive accuracy of classiﬁers satisﬁes requirements, or when all features and all rules
are studied. Completing the search path which starts with the empty set of variables and rules and ends with the
complete set enables not only to observe some overall trends but also oﬀers a better chance of ﬁnding not only local
but global maxima in predictive accuracy. For comparison there are also presented results of rule ﬁltering process
while following some random ordering of characteristic features and its reverse.
All tests were executed in the domain of stylometry, which is a study of writing styles, for the task of binary
authorship attribution with balanced classes, for two datasets, one based on texts by two female and another by
two male writers. As characteristic features there were used frequencies of usage of selected function words and
punctuation marks.
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